
HOW TO WRITE AN ARTICLE ABSTRACT APA KEYWORDS

In APA Style articles, they appear just under the abstract. For example, if you've written a paper about the benefits of
social media for people.

This equates to 10 and 20 lines of text. For example, you might identify if you used a within-subjects,
between-subjects, or mixed design. When writing the abstract, note that the APA recommends using two
spaces after sentences that end in a period; however, sentences that end in other punctuation marks may be
followed by a single space. Were they college students? Provide the main results. Keep on hand a copy of a
style guide published by the American Psychological Association for reference. How should the list of
keywords be formatted? Psychology papers such as lab reports and APA format articles also often require an
abstract. This is a dangerous thing to do as these threeâ€”the title, abstract , and keywordsâ€”are essential for
publication success. Like the rest of the paper, the pages of the abstract should be double-spaced and typed in
Times New Roman, 12 pt. Also, please don't forget to bookmark this page for easy reference. A good abstract
lets the reader know that your paper is worth reading. The sixth-edition APA manual suggests that an abstract
be between and words. Just as in an experimental abstract, you need to inform the reader about who the
participants were in the studies. It is common to wind up with plenty of white space in the lower half of the
Abstract page. After the title, the author s name s and institutional affiliation s as well as the corresponding
author and contact details are presented. If you are writing your paper for a psychology course, your professor
may have specific word requirements, so be sure to ask. What are your concerns? For example, you might
state that "In this study, undergraduate student participants were randomly assigned to [the experimental
condition] or [the control condition]. According to the APA style manual, an abstract should be between to
words. Each sentence must be written with maximum impact in mind. Realistically, there may be many
different studies devoted to your topic. Begin with a brief summary of the Introduction , and then continue on
with a summary of the Method , Results , and Discussion sections of your paper. The title should be self
explanatory, correct and comprehensible. Only include information that is also included in the body of your
paper.


